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Welcome to yet another issue
of Pandory. I can't believe this
is the 8th issue already in such
a short time. At the time of
writing this issue it has only
been 79 days since the first
issue released. Which is crazy
when i thought this would be a
monthly thing. 

I would just like to say thank
you once again for checking out
the magazine. 

Regards,
Flea
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Like the magazine? Want some cool merch to wear?
Well you are in luck as we have overpriced products available on Red Bubble and TeeSpring. I am looking into
sourcing cheaper but quality options. 

#MERCHANDISE

CLICK THIS LINK FOR  

CLICK THIS  LINK FOR  

Why order one thing

when you can buy it all!

https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt
https://www.redbubble.com/people/pandorymagazine/works/86555334-outside-sucks?asc=u
https://www.redbubble.com/people/pandorymagazine/works/86555334-outside-sucks?asc=u
https://www.redbubble.com/people/pandorymagazine/works/86555334-outside-sucks?asc=u
https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt
https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt
https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt
https://my-store-be4d8a.creator-spring.com/listing/pandory-magazine-shirt


#NEWS & LINKS
Click any of the images to directly go to the videos below. (Figured I would make it easier)

Team Pandory are also jumping on the merch train with this 
spiffing Pandory DX hat available from Redbubble.

On the Pandory Magazine YouTube channel, we have a look at Pepsi Man as featured in this issue, the latest
2021 Austar Pandora Box as well as the game list for the box itself.

Over at Retro Games Corps they look at the Super Consol X mini PC, have a guide for some handhelds and
look at the upcoming Odin.

Team Pandory show you how to fix 4 player games on the Super Console X as well as a review on the
machine. You can also win a 'Banana Pi m2 Pro' in there giveaway as well. 

https://www.youtube.com/c/RetroGameCorps/videos?view=0&sort=dd&shelf_id=0
https://www.youtube.com/c/TeamPandory/videos?view=0&sort=dd&shelf_id=0
https://www.redbubble.com/i/hat/PandoryDX-Potato-Continue-by-EmuChicken/86598463.9AAXL
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxB16X2FBgVV33E5L7wg_1Q/videos?view=0&sort=dd&shelf_id=0


#EXTREME DOWNHILL Developer: Sammy
Year: 1995

If you taking something boring skiing and cross it
with the arcade game 1000 Miglia: Great 1000
Miles Rally  what do you get? The answer is
Extreme Downhill. Taking more than a passing
resemblance to the style of the popular arcade
rally game, Sammy's Extreme Downhill throws
away the accelerator and just has one button
acting as the brake. You navigate the turns just
like in great 1000 miles rally as extreme downhill
uses the same navigation system of arrows to
warn of impending turns.

The game uses a quite tight overhead camera, as
such some of the turns can be a bit hairy whilst
you get used to the controls. This is half the fun
though, anyone that has played 1000 Miglia or one
of the similar styled rally games will know
exactly as you race against the clock and head for
the finish line. The timing on some of the courses
is a bit scandalous though, with one or two
mistakes meaning the difference between
finishing or failing with the finish line in sight. 

Still you can't beat the thrill of completing a
stage with a second or less to go, as it gives you
that I'm not going to do it feeling of dread which
is soon replaced with that holy shit I made it
feeling. Extreme Downhill is everything you would
expect from an Arcade game, fast paced action,
lousy time limits and a demand for another
quarter to keep playing. (I know it's 10p, but a
quarter just sound better!! I do feel like I have
betrayed my Britishness though with that
statement).

You are being deported into the

 storeroom whilst you work for that comment!!



#SLAPSHOT Developer: Taito
Year: 1994

Do you like Air Hockey? (Pause 5 seconds for
answer) Well what about Windjammers?
(Pause again for an additional few seconds).
Well then you will love Slapshot from Taito,
taking the best of both worlds and creating a
fun action packed game that will keep you
entertained for minutes either against a friend
(insert comment about the reader not having
any friends, they will love it) or against the
challenging CPU. Do you have what it takes to
become the SlapShot champion of the world?
(Hopefully the reader will have imagined all
that as a video, otherwise it just won't work).

The last paragraph describes SlapShot
perfectly. The game is an air hockey style
game where you have to get the puck into
your opponents net. Building up your power by
hitting the puck back enables you to make a
'powershot' which can still be blocked by
either you or your opponent. When playing
against the CPU on later stages this will be a
regular thing as the difficulty ramps up at to
give you a challenge. 

The characters in the game all have different
stats and all stand out from each other with
them looking different. Each one also has 
 their own stage, each one of these seems to
be aesthetically pleasing to look at, at least
for anyone watching the game as you will be
spending your time watching the puck
intensely so you can guard your goal. As you
would expect we have an American character
dressed in red, white and blue for the yanks.



#SLAPSHOT Developer: Taito
Year: 1994

The game is played over a few sets, win a set and you win a round. Win two rounds and you win the game.
The rules are really simple, the gameplay is fast and frantic and the CPU cheats like a bastard. This is the
type of game you expected to see Taito. A coin grabbing game that will eat your credits and spit you out in
minutes demanding more money. This however is one game that I wouldn't mind wasting money on to play
a few games, it really is a fun game to play (Although it can also be a bit stressful as well). 

If you have another person to play against, this is where the game hit's it's stride. It's one of those games
where it comes to life as you don't have to worry about the CPU, you just have to worry about being better
than your opponent and then rubbing it in their face about how much better than them you are.

Let's face it, if you are reading Pandory Magazine then you are already a winner so beating someone at
SlapShot isn't going to be an issue for you. 

They maybe winners, buy you lost the office competition!!



It's a well known fact that the staff here at Pandory Magazine love Pepsi (Raspberry Pepsi being the current
big thing in the office). As such we fully endorse Pepsi-Man as our chosen beverage based game hero. 

Pepsi-Man is one of those games that many of us in the west only got to experience via a dodgy copy of
the game as it was a Japanese only release. I was lucky enough to experience it as my dealer (game dealer
that is, drugs are bad kids!) had managed to get his hands on a copy. As I was buying new games each week
back then from him it was worth the £4 special price gamble to try it. 

What I didn't expect to see was a game that contained humour, fun gameplay and was also offered a
challenge from a game that is essentially just one bit advertisement for Pepsi. The intro video is amazing
and is one of those that has to be seen just for how great it is. I won't spoil it for you, but will drop a link
on my YouTube channel (Click here) so you can see it in all it's glory. 

The gameplay is simple, you control Pepsi-Man as he rushes to the vending machine to ensure that people
can get a nice ice-cold can of Pepsi to quench their thirst. The only thing is along the way there are a host
of different hazards to get past, whilst collecting cans of Pepsi along the way. Whilst the game may not
have the longevity of some other games, it does still offer a great experience that can be enjoyed in short
blasts from time to time. To get the full experience though, may I suggest playing it whilst enjoying a nice
cold glass of chilled Pepsi, you can thank me later. 

#PEPSI MAN Developer: Ecogames S.L.
Year: 1994

I like how you make out this game is easy and doesn't get

harder, the readers are going to hate you!!

https://youtu.be/LgY7jhuGnBc
https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl


#CAPTAIN SILVER Developer: Data East
Year: 1987

I really hated Captain Silver, I tried it a few times when I saw it in the arcades just to see if my opinion
had changed of it. Alas no, it sucked. However, time as they say is a great healer. Sure it can't compete
with the likes of Wrestlefest, Super Spy, X-Men, Out Run or many other games that were demanding me
to play them. However on it's own, with time to heal I now respect the game for what it is, and that is a
game locked in a certain period of time. No fancy gameplay, no gimmicks, no really recognisable
characters, just basic arcade action that looks a bit strange, but doesn't do anything wrong apart from
punish you for playing it with it's difficulty level.

It's when you accept that, you realise that Captain Silver is actually a pretty decent game. Sure the hit
detection can be a bit off at times, but normally when you die it's actually down to your bad decision
making and not the game itself. The graphics look a bit ropey to say the least, even by 1987 standards. Yet
when you give it a try you can kind of forgive the look of the game as it draws you in. 

https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl


The game really didn't see much of a release on arcades outside of Japan. It did however get released
worldwide on both the NES and the Sega Master System. The Sega Master System version of the game
included six levels (which includes a cave level which wasn't in the Arcade version and the last level cut
into two separate levels.) that is except in the USA where they decided to take out two of the levels so
gamers didn't get to see certain enemies that were still included in the games manual. This was possibly
a cost cutting thing, as the cartridges for the American release are half the size of the European and
Japanese versions of the game.

The Master System of the game also runs slower than the arcade version, whilst this may sound like a
bad thing it really isn't. As the game runs slower it makes it easier to kill the enemies who you come
across. Another difference is rather than attempt a straight port of the game, the graphics were changed
which resulted in less people throwing bleach in their eyes after seeing the game as opposed to the
arcade version.

The NES version of the game also received changes from the arcade version, instead of getting hit once
and dying you now have a life bar so you can take more hits. However enemies have also been tweaked so
that some enemies can now take more than one hit as well. The graphics have also been changed from
the arcade version as well, (I guess nobody liked them) and again the levels have been changed slightly as
well. 

Captain Silver includes power ups, shops and items to collect along your journey. The shoes enable you to
jump higher, fairies upgrade your sword and if you collect the letters to complete the word Captain Silver
you are awarded with an extra life. There are more power ups to collect, but I will leave that for you to
discover if you decide to play the game.

One common theme across all versions of the game though it the abysmal hit detection remains the same
in all three versions. You would think that at least one version of the game would have been tweaked to
fix the issue, especially as they had time to add additional levels and overhaul the graphics. If I had to
recommend a version to play it would still be the arcade version though, just because it's the original
version. 

#CAPTAIN SILVER Developer: Data East
Year: 1987

And yet you forced readers to look at the screens?? Idiot!!

https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl


#NINJA BASEBALL BATMAN Developer: Irem America
Year: 1993

Ninja Baseball Batman (I can't believe it say's Batman in the title) is a side-scrolling beat em' up created by
Irem of R-Type fame back in 1993. The game features four different playable characters, each one plays
slightly different to each other. 

Jose (Captain) is the character that you are best off using if you decide to play through the game as he is
an all rounder and feels the best to use. Ryno (Twinbats) has a really short attack as such you will get hit
more times than using any of the other characters, he is supposed to be quicker, but I didn't really notice
any difference in his speed. Roger (Beanball) is the power character, again I didn't notice much difference in
him from the other characters apart from him being slightly slower to move around. Finally Straw
(StickStraw) has a longer baseball bat than the other characters, this enables him to attack from ever so
slightly further away. After Jose he is probavbly the best character to use in the game, so makes an ideal
character for your player two if you have one.

Adam West is the best Batman!!

https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl


#NINJA BASEBALL BATMAN Developer: Irem America
Year: 1993

I really like the design of not only the playable characters, but also the enemies as each one has been
designed to really stand out from each other and could quite easily feature in a cartoon series. (Although
some enemies are palette swaps of each other, they still retain a unique look as much as possible).

In some parts of the game you come across a car which you can jump into and control. This enables you to
drive around for a short time running over enemies and smashing into boxes and barrels. Once run over the
enemy becomes flat which is a nice touch. 

The whole animation of the game is amazing, the characters all wince and pull different expressions
depending on the situation at that time. The amount of detail put into this game really makes it stand out,
especially for an arcade title from the 90's. It really does amaze me how much love has been added to make
all of the characters truly come alive.

https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl


#NINJA BASEBALL BATMAN Developer: Irem America
Year: 1993

Every couple of levels you also have a bonus game, the first one sees you squeezing a baseball. The second
one you have to punch a baseball repeatedly. I have no idea what these poor baseballs did, but you inflict as
much damage as you can by tapping the attack button repeatedly. 

You control your character in the game by using the joystick and just two buttons. One button is the attack
button, whilst the other button jumps. You can however do a supermove (which depletes part of your health)
by pressing both buttons at the same time. In addition to this you also have a slide attack by tapping left or
right twice on the joystick and then pressing the attack button. I found this move handy against certain
bosses and crowds of enemies. You can also attack enemies who are on the ground by standing over them
and pressing the attack button. Ninja Baseball Batman is one of those games that looks good, plays great
and entertains from start to finish. It's one game that you really should play, you won't be disappointed. 

https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl


Gundhara (or Juudan Arashi Gundhara to give it it's full
title) is just pure and simple shooting action in the vein
of games like Mercs and Shock Troopers. What you see in
the first few minutes of the game let's you know exactly
what to expect. This is just pure unadulterated fast
paced action which see's you needing to kill everything
on the screen before it kills you. 

The game plays great with tight controls, various
weapons to pick up and a range of different items to
power up and help defeat the evil bad guys and rescue
the people from their tyranny. (Just a guess, but isn't
that what normally happens in these games?)

The levels aren't all the standard affair of walking and
shooting with the 2nd level as example being different as
you are now in control of a motorbike with weapons
attached, this section seemed to go on a bit to long for
my liking, but it did break the game up. The boss at the
end of the level however seemed like a bit of a bullet
sponge, which can be seen as either a good or bad thing
depending on your thinking. As you don't really want to
shoot him once to defeat him, but on the other hand you
don't want to be attacking for three weeks solid
(although he isn't that bad).

Oh did I mention that you can also deflect bullets by
kicking them? No? Well I guess you had better go and give
it a try. It's worth it to see if I am fibbing or not. 

#GUNDHARA Developer: Banpresto
Year: 1995

It can't be true!!



Naxat had a hand in creating the excellent Dragon's Fury (Devil's Crush) which is quite possibly one of the
greatest action pinball games ever made. Released in 1990 on the Mega Drive and PC Engine the game
quickly became a favourite of many a gamer, partly due to the animated table with a whole variety of
enemies floating or running around. Then you also have the extra mini tables that were also unlocked by
meeting certain conditions on the main table, which made a great game even better.  

So a follow up game released just two years later should take things to the next level right? Well... no,
unfortunately Jaki Crush takes everything that was great about Dragon's Fury and just makes a complete
pigs ear of things. In Dragon's Fury if the ball goes to the bottom part of the table then it's still achievable
to get it back into the top half and then the top with not much difficulty.

In Jaki Crush you never see the top part, the ball stays at the bottom of the table and reaching the middle
part is just down to luck. If you manage to make it then it will only be a short time before the ball is once
again at the bottom due to how the table is set up. It really is a shame as I absolutely loved both Alien Crush
and Dragon's Fury, yet Jaki Crush is the unwanted child that everyone wanted but when it came all it did
was poop everywhere and cry.

Jaki Crush although looking very similar to Dragon's Fury just seems to be missing something special that
would have taken it to the next level. The table looks similar in parts to it's predecessor, yet that just
makes me wonder if this was just a quick cash grab made by the trainees in the office. Even the mini tables
which were one of the best things in the previous games felt underwhelming and to be honest some of
them just looked crap. If you like pinball play the previous games and avoid this one like the plague. 

#JAKI CRUSH Developer: Naxat
Year: 1992

Alien Crush sucked as well!!



#Tobal No.1 Developer: Dream Factory
Year: 1996

It was a miserable Saturday in October 1996, I decided to
take a trip to my local dodgy computer shop (Power Up) to
see what new games that they had in for the low price of
£20 burnt onto a blank TDK cd.

It's crazy to think that pirate copies of Playstation games
cost so much, but this was a time when cd burners were
only capable of writing to a disc at 2x the speed and blank
discs were on average £3 each. This was still a lot cheaper
than paying £55 a game, so seemed a bargain at the time
as I was essentially getting a few games for the price of
one. 

As I walked into the store I was greeted by Joe, the owner
who was a friendly guy who if they weren't busy would let
you try a couple of the new games they had just got in. On
this day Tobal No.1 was already in the machine and waiting
to be played. The previous month I had picked up Tekken 2
so I was a bit unsure about buying another fighting game.
Yet 20 minutes later I walked out of the store with the
game in my hand.

Little did I know that years later I would be the owner of
the game not only for Pal regions, but also an American
version of the game. In addition to this I would also import
a copy of Tobal 2 from Japan. (Only to be disappointed that
it was all in Japanese). 

If you hadn't guessed the artwork and characters were all
designed by Akira Toriyama of Dragonball fame. Iit is
amazing how many games he has actually designed
characters for!). As such each one seems really well
thought out and wouldn't look out of place in any of the
other worlds he has created, as they all retain that same
look and form we have come to expect from his designs.



Tobal No.1 at stood out from many of the other 3D fighters at the time, if you look at the visuals and
compare it with Tekken 2 that also released around this time, it doesn't have the same quality as Namco's
release. That isn't to say that it didn't look good, it just wasn't as pretty. This however was an ace up it's
sleeve as it ran at 60FPS, offered true 3D gameplay rather than just circling as well as different animations
for characters blocking opponents attacks. In addition you have the option to make low, medium or high
attacks.

The gameplay was different as well, I know what you are thinking how can a fighting game which features
punching, kicking, throwing and blocking be different. The game whilst allowing you to rush in rewarded
you more for being patient and blocking and waiting for an opening before attacking. 

You know that Tobal has great fighting pedigree when it's game director was none other than Seiichi Ishi.
You may be wondering why you should know that name, well he worked as co-ordinator and game
designer on Virtua Fighter as part of Sega AM2. "Is that all?" I hear you ask. Well no actually, he also
created and developed another popular title called Tekken and the arcade version of Tekken 2 as well. Just
having either Virtua Fighter or Tekken on your CV is more than enough, but to have both and then go on and
then use what you have learned from those games to create Tobal, surely it has to be special.

#Tobal No.1 Developer: Dream Factory
Year: 1996

What's with all this space?? You do realise people expect to

see content and not blank parts on pages!!



#Tobal No.1 Developer: Dream Factory
Year: 1996

So just what went wrong for Tobal No.1? Well I think it was
all down to the timing of the release. Tekken was already a
fan favourite on the PlayStation. So people were hyped up
for the sequel which just so happened to release a month
prior to Tobal No.1 in certain territories. 

Tobal No.1 is a solid fighting game that received a number
of positive reviews upon release, but somehow went
passed a lot of people buy at the time. Tekken was already
a fan favourite, and Tekken 2 releasing just a month prior in
some territories was just unlucky and bad timing for the
game. Especially as Tekken 2 still to this day is considered
as one of the best fighting games in the series. It's crazy
that Seiichi's port of his previous game stole all the
thunder from his newer one. It's not something you would
expect to happen and really was bad luck. 

That being said Tobal is definetly worth taking a look at and
playing even today. If only to see Akira Toriyama's
characters put into a really solid and enjoyable 3D fighting
game. If the timing had worked out differently we could
have all been talking about the latest release of Tobal No.8
and how far the series has come from it's beginnings on
the lowly PlayStation One back in 1996. 

The only thing we ever got though was Tobal and it's sequel
which was simply called Tobal 2, which only ever saw a
release in Japan. A game which truly pushed the PlayStation
1 to it's limits. Most games used around 50% of the
consoles resources, Tobal 2 apparently pushed this to a
whopping 90%. With updated and gorgeous looking
graphics, gameplay enhancements, including a new fireball
move for each character and more, it's a shame we never
saw a worldwide release as who knows what could have
been.



#Tobal No.1 Developer: Dream Factory
Year: 1996

So that was Tobal No.1, a generic fighting game really
didn't offer anything different to many of the other
fighting games around. Well that is except for a Quesr
Mode!! 

So just what is Quest Mode? Well if you take your
character from the fighting game mode and drop them
into an RPG style dungeon to work their way through
fighting against monsters, negotiating traps and picking
up items that either help or hinder you and it adds a
whole new dimension to what was just another 1 v 1
fighting game. 

Seiichi Ishii thought that since Tobal No.1 would be
released on home systems there would be times where
there is only one player. Rather than that player having
just the arcade mode of the fighting game to play and
being bored after a short time, he decided that adding a
Quest mode would give those players something else to
enjoy, and oh boy he wasn't wrong. I love Quest mode, it
took what was already a solid fighting game and raised
the bar. 

Not only did the Quest mode offer something different to
the mix, it also gave you another reason to play the game
as upon completing it you could unlock an additional four
characters to then use in the fighting mode of the game.

In Tobal 2 the quest mode was vastly expanded on and
added the ability to capture monsters and add them to
the fighting games roster of characters, There is an
English translation of the rom available if you wish to try
it. It's expanded a lot more the the first one so I would
highly recommend it if you were only going to try one of
the games.



This Top 10 games has been submitted by Russ from Retro Game Corps, if you haven't checked out his
YouTube channel then you really should do. He covers a whole host of different things in his videos such as
reviews, guides and much more. I personally rate the channel highly as it's informative, helpful and very
entertaining. So let's get on with his Top 10, big thanks to him for also being the first person to write up
why he likes these games as it has saved me a job. #Winning

So he cheated?? Seriously, that's lame!!    I thought he was cool, guess I was wrong.

9. Contra (NES)

Contra was amazing because we could beat it.  So many NES games were too hard for
us, but this one was amazing thanks to the Konami code.  And we never had to
actually buy this game -- you could rent it for a weekend and play all the way through
every time.

#TOP 10 GAMES

10. Tetris (Game Boy)

For a lot of my young life, Tetris and Game Boy were synonymous.  I never had a Game
Boy but I remember playing my friend's DMG, and marveling that they could play Tetris
on the go like that.  One Christmas my parents got me a watch that could play Tetris,
it wasn't the same.

Tetris sucks, Columns is where it is at!!

SEGA does what Nintendon't!!

8. DOOM (PC)

The blood in this game was transformative to me.  As a young
teen, creating this much gore on screen felt like I was breaking
the law, and shifting me from my innocence to another world
where chainsawed demons are a fact of life.

I bet he used cheats on this as well!!



#TOP 10 GAMES
7. X-Men (Arcade)

This game came out just a few months before the (terrible) animated series debuted
in 1992, and seeing all of my favorite comic book characters come alive on screen
was a marvel (no pun intended).  And those huge arcade cabinets with six players
and two screens -- super awesome.

It's favourite not favorite, these bloody Americans

butchering the English language.6. Spy Hunter (Arcade)

There were a lot of arcade racers that stood out to me, but Spy Hunter was special.  The fact that it used
the Peter Gunn theme music made it feel super legit and iconic, and the fact that you could shoot other
cars *and* drive inside of semi trucks made the game my favorite racer.  Sucks that it was so freaking
hard. Should have used cheat's then like you did with Contra!!

Cheater, cheater chicken eater!!

5. Dragon Warrior (NES)

Dragon Warrior was my first RPG experience.  My buddy got a free
copy of the game thanks to being a subscriber to Nintendo Power
(a brilliant marketing move, btw) and we pours days of our lives
into this tiny little masterpiece.  I loved how we spent so much
time hunting down Goldman in the early parts of the game, only to
later realize that EXP was more previous than gold, and proceeded
to spend all our time trying to nab us a few metal slimes.

Dragon Quest is far

superior to this rubbish,

you should have played

that instead!!

Amazing films as well, especially X-Men 3!! 

That was the bomb!



#TOP 10 GAMES
4. Aladdin (Genesis)

Aladdin was the last real game I played before I took a
break from games and focused on less important things in
life (i.e. sports and girls).  I feel like I went out on a high
note, with silky smooth animation and fun in-jokes.  The
controls weren't the best, but I loved the sheer amount of
variety in each level.

 Will Smith was also a better genie than 

Robin Williams, yeah I sa
id it!!

The best Sonic game is Sonic Wings 3,

mainly because you didn't have to play as

a stupid blue hedgehog.

3. Sonic 2 (Genesis)

The best Sonic.  It introduced the spin dash, the
best special stage, split-screen multiplayer, and
Tails was there to pick up any rings I missed as I
sped through the levels.  Sonic 3 was too busy to
me, and Sonic and Knuckles was a convoluted
mess in my young mind.  And let's not forget about
the yellow Super Sonic!

SNES version was better!! 



2. Mortal Kombat (Arcade)

For a brief period in my life, Street Fighter II was my favorite game of all time.  It was such a simple
concept, and each character felt so distinct (other than Ken and Ryu, of course).  But sadly, this game fell
by the wayside as soon as I saw Mortal Kombat playing on an arcade cabinet.  The video-capture graphics
were so lifelike -- like Pit Fighter, but so much better -- and those fatalities!  My mom hated it, too, and
that probably was a big draw for me as well.  In hindsight, it hasn't aged as gracefully as the Street Fighter
series, but it's still got a special place in my heart (you know, the one that Kano rips out when you press
Back-Down-Front-Low Punch at the right time).

#TOP 10 GAMES

Where to start... Ryu and Ken are

completley different to each other, one

wears white and the other red clothing.

Pit Fighter sucked ass, Mortal Kombat is

the most over rated game ever. Red

Earth isn't on this list and is probably the

best fighting game ever made.

We need to get this game banned from Top 10 lists, 

Is Jack Thompson available these days??

Cheese Toasty?? Seriously!! 

going for the cheap laugh I see!!

Now you are promoting Arcade Attack's
Podcast?? This hasn't been approved,

remove it before we print this issue and
replace with game screenshots!!



#TOP 10 GAMES
1. Super Mario Bros. 2 (NES)

Back in the day, games just appeared -- in the arcade, or on the shelf
at the local electronics store.  SMB2 was the first game where I
witnessed its debut and release.  It was featured in the very first
issue of Nintendo Power (July 1988), and my friends and I were
amazed at how lifelike everything appeared.  So I begged my parents
for it, and they called the local shops to find out when it was coming
out, and my brothers and I got it right when it released.  And man, did
it meet our expectations.  

You could literally murder animals with vegetables, enter a dream
world and pull up coins from a different multiverse and then use them
to play slots and possibly earn extra lives.  You defeated Birdo by
throwing her own eggs back at her, and you could strategize which
character would be best for each level (although it always came down
to Toad and Princess).  It was an epic game for an epic time, and I'm
so glad that my third-grade mind was primed for the experience.

OMG!! Seriously WTF!! Nobody likes Super Mario Bros. 2.

He has to be trolling the magazine surely. 

The game is just a reskin of Yume Kōjō: Doki Doki Panic, I was

furious we didn't do a Top 10 in the last 2 issues, but after this

I don't think I ever want to see one again. Seriously this is just

disgraceful!!

No RED EARTH again??

We need better guests!!
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The guys over at Team Pandory have made a few changes to their Patreon page, and as I owe them a favour
after pinching their name and them hosting the magazine on their webpage I think it's only fair to do this.

They have adjusted the tiers available, (Stolen Axel Adult's picture) and added a new tier. The highest tier
rewards patrons with free awesome stuff in exchange for some rubbish monies that you don't really want.

These include some of the items pictured below, I have to be honest the cup looks pretty sweet.

Again?? Stop plugging these guys, 

the cheque bounced for the last issue!!



From the makers of 
 

comes a product that will
change you life forever!

 
 

Bring                                   to life in your hands with
 

YOUR KIDS WILL LOVE IT! 
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#PAST ISSUES Developer: FleaSixty
Year: 2021

Past Issues

Link

Click Me

Enjoying Pandory Magazine but started a bit late and missed some issues?
Then just click the link on the right hand side, if you want to show some love
then feel free to click the buy me a coffee link in the bottom right of this page.

No coffee 

makes m
e sad!!

https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/PandoryMagazine
https://www.mobygames.com/company/ecogames-sl
https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/
https://pg3d-hax.uk/pandory-magazine/


#END OF THE ISSUE
If you would like to submit anything, from Top 10 Games, Game fan art pictures, feedback or anything else
(apart from bills) then please message me either on:

 the twitters @MagazinePandora

email ThePandoraMagazine@gmail.com

Swing by my YouTube channel soon as well as I may have a few videos popping up shortly that you may like.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCxB16X2FBgVV33E5L7wg_1Q

Until next time, 

Keep playing, keep continuing and most importantly have fun.

Regards,
Flea

Proud of you for not spoiling the upcoming Games Master

Special, see you can keep things quiet.


